CHAPTER 5: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
5.1 Introduction
Sultan’s natural environment has shaped the city since its very inception with Sultan and
Skykomish Rivers providing key transportation routes, accommodating the floating logs from the
surrounding forest, to the bluff and plateau shaping the traditional Sultan core. The Natural
Environment element combines several environmentally related topics, including critical areas
(wetlands, critical aquifer recharge areas, fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas, and
geologically hazardous areas), water and air quality, and shorelines. Sultan has many of these
features throughout its 2,304 acre Urban Growth Area. The purpose of this chapter is to identify
those natural features, especially those classified as critical areas.
Perhaps one of Sultan’s most prominent features is its rivers and creeks. Three major rivers, a
creek, and numerous minor streams drain the Sultan urban growth area.


The Skykomish River flows west across the southern city draining into Puget Sound at
Everett.



The Sultan River flows south across the western city limits to its confluence with the
Skykomish River.



The Wallace River south and east of Sultan joins the Skykomish River in Sultan near
Skywall Drive.



Winters Creek originates north of Sultan and flows southwest before joining the Sultan
River north of Osprey Park.



Wagley Creek originates east of the City and flows west and southwest before joining the
Skykomish River near Sultan Basin Road.



Unnamed streams and water courses flow into the Sultan River and Wagley Creek.

The river and tributaries drain the Sultan UGA within 3 principal basins:


The Lower Sultan River Basin drains the Sultan River valley into Winters Creek and the
Sultan River. The basin extends from the headwaters of the Sultan River south to the
edge of the downtown, and from the top of the east valley wall near Loves Hill Drive
west to the opposite side of the valley.



The Lower Mainstem Skykomish Basin drains the entire plateau into Wagley Creek and
then into the Skykomish River. The basin extends from about 116th Street SE south
down the plateau and through the downtown and industrial area into the Skykomish
River, and from Loves Hill Drive east to the crest of the west wall of May Creek and the
Wallace River Valley.



The May Creek Basin drains the Wallace River valley into May Creek then into the
Wallace River and then the Skykomish River at the edge of Sultan’s UGA. The basin
extends south from Startup along SR-2 and the Wallace River across Sultan Cemetery
and Skywall Drive to the Skykomish River.
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Sultan’s residents recognize the unique challenges of Sultan’s location. When the Skykomish
River is high, the Sultan River backs up from its confluence with the Skykomish and floods the
lower portion of downtown. This regular flooding, twice in the last decade, presents a significant
challenge to existing business and property owners and for new businesses and construction.
Location within a floodplain triggers special design considerations that are required for new
buildings in the area.
In 2010 the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) remapped the Sultan and
Skykomish River floodplain. FEMA is proposing to remove some areas from the 100-year
floodplain area and reclassify other areas previously in the 100-year floodplain to the 500-year
floodplain. These proposed changes would lower flood insurance premiums and relax building
requirements for a large number of properties in the downtown.
The plateau above the older part of town, while not impacted by flood hazards, face development
constrains because of wetlands and creeks. These natural features impact an area of town
traditionally devoted to residential uses. As Sultan accommodates projected population increases
within the existing City limits and UGA, it will face the complex challenge of increasing the
number of housing units, maintaining neighborhood character, and protecting the natural
environment’s functions and values.
This plan addresses these issues and the caring for the natural environment through its policy
framework. It identifies through a series of maps, the complex tapestry of wetlands, floodplains,
geologically hazardous areas, and aquifer vulnerability areas and provides strategies to balance
the mandate of protecting these critical areas with the desire for growth and development. This
chapter suggests a variety of strategies, from the adoption of conservation policies to the
designation of land uses and open spaces, as appropriate, to accomplish that balance. Finally, the
Natural Environment Chapter suggests a need for collaboration with Snohomish County in the
2015 planning update to evaluate future policy related to population allocation.
5.2 Growth Management Act Requirements
The Growth Management Act does not directly mandate a natural environment chapter.
However, the Growth Management Act requires each city and county to adopt comprehensive
plan policies and development regulations that designate and protect critical areas [RCW
36.70A.060 (2)]. Additionally, the GMA requires that the goals and policies of a shoreline
master program for a city shall be considered an element of that city’s comprehensive plan
(RCW 3670A.480). Jurisdictions will often address these two requirements in a single chapter
because it provides a comprehensive overview of how shoreline and critical areas impact land
use, housing, transportation, and capital facilities. The City of Sultan’s Natural Environment
chapter incorporates the goals and policies of its Shoreline Master Program and satisfies GMA’s
environmental policy requirements.
5.3 Multi-county policies for the environment
The environment is one of the six categories that Vision 2040 uses to organize its regional
framework guiding development of countywide and local planning policies. Vision 2040
recognizes the value and complexity of natural systems and emphasizes the importance of using
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the best information for coordinated regional environmental planning. Below is Vision 2040’s
overarching multi-county goal for the environment.
The region will care for the natural environment by protecting and restoring
natural systems, conserving habitat, improving water quality, reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and air pollutants, and addressing potential climate
change impacts. The region acknowledges that the health of all residents is
connected to the health of the environment. Planning at all levels should consider
the impacts of land use, development patterns, and transportation on the
ecosystem.
The goals and policies presented in this element provide cross references to individual multicounty policies from Vision 2040. Those policies, as adopted by the Puget Sound Regional
Council, are included in Appendix G to this plan. This plan’s goals and policies must conform to
the multi-county planning policies to ensure Sultan remains qualified to receive transportation
funding and other program funding as administered by the PSRC. The multi-county planning
policies generally fall into the following categories.


Environmental stewardship



Earth and habitat



Water quality



Air quality



Climate change

5.4 Countywide policies for the environment
The environmental countywide planning polices are addressed in the policy topic Natural
Environment in county-wide planning policy. The Natural Environment countywide planning
goal and polices focus on: environmental stewardship, earth and habitat, water quality, and air
quality. Additional countywide planning policies addressing climate change and air quality are
found in other countywide policy topics. The countywide planning policies are adopted by
Snohomish County and its local jurisdictions, establishing a framework for policy coordination
on those topics that are more regional in nature. As with the multi-county planning policies,
these are also found in their entirety in Appendix F of this plan. This element’s goals and
policies include cross-references to countywide planning policies as appropriate, as well.
5.5 Small Group Meeting Recommendations
The City of Sultan hosted small group meetings throughout this planning process to discuss the
various elements, resulting in a series of recommendations that directly influenced the proposed
planning policy. The summaries of the small group meetings, as compiled for a September 10,
2010 presentation to the City Council, are included as Appendix D. As related to the natural
environment, the small group meeting recommendations included:
Protecting Natural Resources
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Sultan values its natural resource heritage and recognizes the added development costs
associated with protecting natural resources. Sultan is committed to balancing the need of
reducing the housing development costs and protecting those resources. With agencies at the
County, State, and Federal levels providing maximum protection, Sultan’s role is small and the
added value of additional protections is minimal, so the City should do the minimum required by
law.
Innovative Design

Sultan should offer incentives for innovative conservation design rather than try to achieve it
through regulation. State and federal programs may be able to provide financial resources for
those incentives. Sultan should also promote innovative design and strategies by encouraging
clustered development, common area conservancies, and natural acoustical buffers along US 2 in
new development.
Climate Change

The small group recognized that agencies at the county, state, and federal level are already
adopting rules as currently allowed by law. Sultan should address the central Puget Sound
region’s contribution to climate change, by at a minimum, complying with state initiatives and
directives regarding climate change, and when required, address greenhouse gas emissions and
climate change through the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental review
process.
Floodplains and Shorelines

Sultan administers and implements a variety of rules from various agencies including FEMA,
Washington State Department of Ecology and the Washington State Department of Fish and
Wildlife that address floodplains and shorelines. Sultan should continue to administer the laws
from these agencies to maintain and, where possible, protect soils, retention ponds, and
floodplains from land uses that would interfere with natural functions.
5.6 Critical Areas
The GMA requires that cities and counties designate and protect critical areas within their
jurisdiction. RCW 36.70A.030 (5) defines critical areas as the following ecosystems:


Wetlands,



Areas with a critical recharging effect on aquifers used for potable water,



Frequently flooded areas,



Geologically hazardous areas and



Fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas

This comprehensive plan designates critical areas within Sultan’s jurisdiction. Sultan also
adopted critical area regulations and the Department of Ecology’s Stormwater Manual to protect
the functions and values of the critical areas identified above. Sultan recently updated its
shoreline master program, and this plan incorporates the goals and policies of the shoreline
program. The following sections summarize the extent of Sultan’s critical areas.
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5.6.1 Wetlands

Wetlands are extremely diverse and are characterized by their size, vegetation, and function.
They store floodwaters, reducing flooding and down stream erosion. They protect water quality
by trapping and absorbing sediments. They also help replenish ground water supplies, maintain
base flows for surface water bodies, and provide wildlife and plant habitat.
Figure 5-A illustrates the generalized extent of wetlands within the City of Sultan and its UGA.
Generally, the wetlands are in the northern half of the city, with the majority of the wetlands on
the plateau. Land significantly impacted by wetlands is mostly undeveloped. Less constrained
areas were developed first, leaving the more constrained areas to accommodate forecast
population growth. Sultan’s challenge will be to care for these natural resources and protect
neighborhood character while accommodating projected growth.

Figure 5-A: Wetland Map
5.6.2 Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas

The GMA defines critical aquifer recharge areas as: “areas with a critical recharging effect on
aquifers used for potable water” [RCW 36.70A.030 (5)]. The Washington Administrative Code
states that “Much of Washington’s drinking water comes from ground water supplies, and once
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ground water is contaminated it is difficult, costly, and sometimes impossible to clean up” (WAC
365-190-100). Protecting the ground water and preventing contamination is necessary to avoid
high cost, hardship, and potential physical harm.
Groundwater quality is linked to its recharge area. Two main factors affect a recharge area’s
ability to maintain a healthy groundwater resource:
“hydrologic susceptibility” and
“contamination loading potential.” Hydrologic susceptibility measures the ease by which water
passes through the soils into the ground water. Contamination loading potential refers to how
easily containments may reach the ground water.
Sultan participated in the development of the 1999 Snohomish County Ground Water
Management Plan (GWMP), which addressed approximately 850 square-miles of western
Snohomish County, including the Sultan and its UGA.
The GWMP provided area
characterization, management alternatives and a set of recommended alternatives for the
protection of ground water resources. The GWMP provides the background for Sultan’s critical
aquifer recharge areas. That report identifies Sultan and its UGA as generally having a high
vulnerability to the water table. Figure 5-B shows the vulnerability to water table in the Sultan
area.
Nearly all of Sultan and its UGA have a high vulnerability to the aquifer recharge areas,
potentially impacting development throughout the City.
Sultan adopted groundwater
management regulations in 1995 aimed at protecting human health and the long-term
conservation of the natural resource while providing predictability for development.
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Figure 5-B: Aquifer Vulnerability
5.6.3 Frequently Flooded Areas

Frequently flooded areas are natural physical features of a watershed that play an important role
in stormwater storage and disposal. Maintenance of the natural function of these areas protects
property and reduces the need to construct flood control facilities. Frequently flooded areas are
lands within Flood Hazard Areas, in Sultan there are three flood zones:


The Floodway, which is located south of Dyer Road and Skywall Drive along the
Skykomish River and West of 1st Street bordering the Sultan River;



The 100-year Flood Zone, which impacts a large portion of the City and contains the
floodplain with a 1% annual chance of flooding and a 26% chance of flooding over the
life of a 30-year mortgage; and



The 500-year Flood Zone, which impacts a small portion of the City and is mostly on the
fringe of the 100-year Flood Zone.

Frequently flooded areas include, but are not limited to, streams, rivers, lakes, sink areas, major
natural drainage ways and wetlands. Approximately 30% of Sultan residents reside within Flood
Hazard Areas. These areas are identified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) as the 100-year floodplain and are delineated on Figure 5-C. FEMA is currently in the
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process of implementing its Map Modernization Plan. Digital flood data and maps are not yet
available, though initial results indicate that significant portions of downtown will be removed
from the 100-year floodplain. As data becomes available the City should update the relevant
flood hazard sections of this plan and implementing regulations, revising Figure 5-C as
appropriate.

Figure 5-C: Frequently Flooded Areas
5.6.4 Geologically Hazardous Areas

Geologically hazardous areas are susceptible to erosion, sliding, earthquake, volcanic eruptions
and tsunamis, posing a threat to the health and safety of residents. Generally, geologically
hazardous areas are not well suited to development.
The geologically hazardous areas impacting the City of Sultan and its UGA can be seen Figure
5-D. This area is the bluff that separates the “core” of historic Sultan and the plateau of the
newer part of town. These areas are not likely to accommodate high density development
because of added costs of building. Future building in geologically hazardous area will require
rigorous development standards to protect the health and safety of people and property.
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Figure 5-D: Geologically Hazard Areas
5.6.5 Fish and Wildlife Conservation Areas

The GMA requires cities to address land use issues that directly and indirectly impact fish and
wildlife habitat. Fish and wildlife habitat conservation is the management of land for
maintaining species in suitable habitats. Habitat conservation areas generally include wetlands,
streams, and water bodies but may also include areas of species richness, breeding habitat, winter
range, and migration corridors.
The Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife considers sensitive species and habitat
locations to be confidential, and therefore the mapping of this data for public consumption may
be limited. However, the City of Sultan in conjunction with WDFW may consider impacts to
habitat in the permitting of projects. Fortunately, fish and wildlife habitat generally coincides
with wetlands, shorelines, and frequently flooded areas. While the Jackson Hydroelectric project
and Culmback Dam have affected the Sultan, Skykomish, and Wallace Rivers, this plan assumes
that the wetland map, other critical areas, and shoreline regulations are a good first step to
identifying fish and wildlife habitat. The City through its existing regulations, SEPA and
coordination with WDFW will work to avoid, reduce, or mitigate impacts to fish and wildlife
habitat.
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5.6.6 Composite Critical Area Map

Figure 5-E is a composite critical areas map. While this map does not show the extent or
location of any one critical area, it does show how much land within Sultan is impacted by
critical areas. The composite critical areas map is overlaid on the City’s Future Land Use map,
showing how future land use designations are impacted by critical areas.
The composite critical area map indicates that the Moderate and High Density residential land
use designations along the Sultan River, north of the downtown and on the plateau are impacted
by critical areas. The map also indicates that the Highway Oriented Development land use
designation in the downtown is severely impacted leaving only the Highway Oriented
Development designation on the east end of town near Rice Road free of critical areas. While
the composite critical area map illustrates that much of the City, nearly 45 percent, has critical
area impacts, it does not mean that all land within the critical areas are undevelopable. It does,
however, indicate the need for a closer review during development.

Figure 5-E: Map of Land Use with Critical Areas

Figure 5-F shows the critical area composite overlaid on the Land Status layer of Snohomish
County’s 2007 Buildable Lands Report (BLR). The Land Status layer communicates the
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likelihood that a particular piece of property will develop. Properties that have “Pending” status
indicate that there was, as of 2007, a pending land use application. “Vacant” means the land is
vacant, and “Redevelopable” means the property has capacity for development more intense than
what exists there now. While the recent recession has changed the “pending” and
“redevelopable” status shown in the exhibit, the data represent the best available until the County
updates its BLR in 2015. The map is still useful because it shows that critical areas impact those
properties that are available for development.

Figure 5-F Land Status with Critical Area Composite
5.7 Shoreline Master Plan
Sultan updated its Shoreline Master Program in 2008 consistent with the Washington State
Department of Ecology’s updated rules. The GMA defines shoreline master program policies as
part of a locally adopted comprehensive plan (RCW 3670A.480). As a city that plans under the
full requirements of the GMA, Sultan is required to ensure mutual and internal consistency with
the comprehensive plan and the goals and policies of the shoreline master program. The City of
Sultan, consistent with state law, adopts the goals and policies of the shoreline master program as
an element of this comprehensive plan. The City of Sultan’s Shoreline Master Program is found
in Appendix C of this plan.
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5.8 Goals and policies
EN-1 GOAL: RESPECT THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Maintain, as much as possible, a harmonious relationship between the natural environment and Sultan's proposed future urban
development.

MPP
EN-6;
EN-9;
EN-10;
EN-12

CPP
ENV-4;
ENV-5

Policies

Programs

EN 1.1 Tributary drainage corridors
Where possible, use scientific
improve and enhance perennial
springs, marshes, swamps, wet
other surface tributary collection
land use development process.

information to
streams, ponds,
spots, bogs and
areas during the

EN 1.1.1
Establish legally defensible aquatic buffer zones
wide enough to maintain and preserve the natural
biological functions of streams and other aquatic
systems, growth of native vegetation and other
materials present in those sources contributing to or
draining into the Wallace, Sultan, and Skykomish
Rivers, Winters and Wagley’s Creeks, and their
tributaries, and extensive wetlands within Sultan.
EN 1.1.2
Adopt regulations to improve and enhance buffer
zones along the banks of perennial streams, creeks,
and other tributary drainage systems to allow for
the free flow of storm run-off and to protect run-off
water quality.
EN 1.1.3
Rate wetlands pursuant to Washington State
Department of Ecology’s Wetlands Rating System
for Western Washington (Publication No. 93-074).
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EN-3;
EN-5;
EN-13;
EN-15;
PS-20

CPP

ENV-5
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Policies

Programs

EN 1.1.4
Establish standards governing development of land
or soil areas subject to moderate or severe hazards –
wetlands, aquifer re-charge areas, fish and wildlife
habitat conservation areas, flood prone lands, and
geologically hazardous areas – based upon best
available science in accordance with RCW
36.70A.172 and WAC 365-195, Section 9, in
accordance with GMA guidelines (RCW
36.70A.030(5).
EN 1.2 Water Resource Quality and Function
EN 1.2.1
Where possible, seek to maintain natural biological Define and regulate the design and operation of
features and minimize impacts to natural features.
water-oriented activities including over-waterstructures or water-borne improvements such as
piers, floats, barges, and the like to protect the
navigational capabilities of the Wallace, Sultan, and
Skykomish Rivers.
EN 1.2.2
Define and regulate activities that contaminate or
pollute the Wallace, Sultan, and Skykomish Rivers,
and Winters and Wagley’s Creeks and shorelines
including the use or storage of chemicals,
pesticides, fertilizers, fuels and lubricants, animal
and human wastes, erosion, and other potentially
polluting practices or conditions.
EN 1.2.3
Control dredging, excavations, land fill,
construction of bulkheads, piers, docks, landings or
other improvements that will restrict the natural
functions or visual character of the Wallace, Sultan,
and Skykomish Rivers or shorelines.
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Policies

Programs
EN 1.2.4
Define and regulate activities that may occur within
or affect the natural currents, flows, and even
floodways to protect the functional integrity of the
Wallace, Sultan, and Skykomish Rivers’ waterways.

EN-3

ENV-4;
ENV-5

EN-6

ENV-5

EN-3

ENV-4

En 1.3 Floodplains

EN 1.3.1

Maintain and, where possible, protect soils, To reduce risk and damage from flooding, pursue
retention ponds and other floodplains or flooded acquisition of repetitive flood loss properties within
areas from land use developments that would alter the floodway zone.
the pattern or capacity of area floodways, or that
would interfere with the natural drainage process.
En 1.4 Dams and breaches
EN 1.4.1
Maintain and, and protect where possible, natural Establish standards governing land use
features that may mitigate possible environmental developments around retention ponds, dams, and
damage due to dam breaches, severe storms, and along shorelines – particularly along the Sultan
other natural hazards or infrastructure failures.
River within the impact zone of a Sultan River
(Jackson) Dam failure.
EN 1.4.2
Implement dam failure plans to maintain readiness.

En 1.5 Protect soils
Where possible, protect or mitigate damage to soils
with extremely poor permeability, high water
tables, or very poor compressive strengths during
the land use development process.

EN-3;
EN-9;
DP-29;
DP-30
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ENV-4

En 1.6 Bedrock escarpments, landslide, and soil EN 1.6.1
erosion
Where staff time and resources allow, update
Where possible, protect or mitigate damage from critical area maps using advanced GIS and global
development on lands containing shallow depths to positioning data and create a critical area overlay
bedrock or bedrock escarpments, particularly on zoning maps.
where combined with slopes that are susceptible to
landslide hazards.
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Policies

Programs
EN 1.6.2
Establish standards for pre and post development
on erodible soils (located on steep slopes and/or
composed of soil types, ground covers, surface
drainage features, or other characteristics that are
susceptible to high erosion risk – based upon best
available science, the stormwater management
guide for Western Washington and implementation
of innovative building techniques such as low
impact development.

EN-2 GOAL: LAND MANAGEMENT POLICIES
Locate development in a manner that minimizes impacts to natural features. Support the use of innovative environmentally sensitive
development practices, including design, materials, construction, and on-going maintenance. (MPP- En-5)

MPP
EN-4;
EN-5

CPP
HO-10

EN-4

HO-10

Policies

EN 2.1 Density allocation
As much as possible, allocate high density urban
development onto lands that are optimally suitable
and capable of supporting urban uses, and/or that
pose fewest environmental risks.

Programs
EN 2.1.1
Designate high-density residential development
zones on land along the east segment of US-2 and
on the plateau to reduce risk and maximize land
use potential.

EN 2.2 Reduce environmental hazard risks
To the extent necessary, allocate urban uses away
from lands or soils that have severe environmental
hazards – such as flood hazard.

EN-3

HO-10;
ENV-4;
ENV-5

EN 2.3 Protect environmentally sensitive areas
Protect lands and soils with severe limitation
particularly wetlands, drainage corridors and lands
with seasonal high water tables, land over aquifers
and aquifer recharge areas.
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Policies

EN 2.4 Innovative Development Practices
As much as possible, allow for innovation during
the development process to maintain and improve
natural systems, provided the end result will not
risk environmental hazards or otherwise create
public problems or nuisances.

Programs
EN 2.4.1
Establish a review processes that includes
minimum performance criteria that developers
must satisfy in order to obtain project approvals,
and hold the developer liable and accountable for
the successful accomplishment of proposed
performance requirements.

EN-3 GOAL: URBAN USE OPERATING STANDARDS
To the extent possible, mitigate noise, air, light, glare, and other operating characteristics or permitted urban that affect the quality of
the natural and/or manmade environment.

MPP
EN-7

CPP
N/A

Policies

EN 3.1 Noise - development characteristics
Promote the use of materials with acoustical
properties in building developments, landscape
and earth berm buffers in site improvements, and
other innovations that will reduce noise impacts on
residential developments, particularly along US-2
and Sultan's other major traffic corridors.

EN-7

N/A

EN 3.2 Noise - operating characteristics
During the development approval process, seek to
minimize impacts on urban residential areas from
obnoxious or distracting noises, particularly during
evening hours and, especially of a kind created by
controllable activities.

EN-1;
PS-20
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ENV-5

En 3.3- Groundwater
To the extent practical, cooperate with Snohomish
County and other public agencies to create and
implement plans that will prevent groundwater
contamination risks from future developments in
high-risk areas.

Programs
EN 3.1.1
Establish minimum acceptable performance
standards governing noise, air, light, glare and
other operating/development characteristics or
permitted urban uses that affect the quality of the
natural and manmade environment.
EN 3.2.1
Establish minimum acceptable performance
standards governing noise, air, light, glare and
other operating/development characteristics or
permitted urban uses that affect the quality of the
natural and manmade environment.
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Policies

EN 3.4 Lands
characteristics

with

Programs

socially

valuable EN 3.4.1

Designate socially valuable landmarks and sites on
Identify land and soils that have socially valuable an overlay of land use plan and zoning maps.
characteristics such as historic features, scenic
vistas, and unique natural areas to preserve
Sultan’s character.

GOAL EN-4 CONSERVE NATURAL RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES
Conserve and protect natural areas within the environment to provide a place for wildlife that are representative of Sultan’s
ecological heritage.

MPP
EN-14

EN-8

CPP
ENV-4;
ENV-5

ENV-2;
ENV-3;
ENV-4

Policies

EN- 4.1 Shoreline resources
Protect the waterfront lands, improvements and
features that support the overall ecological function
and waterfront and waterway activities along
designated shorelines.

EN 4.2 Wildlife corridor
Promote the use of clustered development patterns,
common area conservancies, native growth areas
and other innovative concepts that conserve or
allow the possible coexistence of wildlife corridors
within or adjacent to Sultan's developing urban
area.

Programs
EN 4.1.1
Develop standards governing possible land use
development of, or adjacent, existing recreational
boat landings and docks, fishing access areas, and
beaches.
EN 4.1.2
Develop standards governing development on
lands or sites that include wildlife habitat, provide
valuable ecological or water quality functions
(flood protection, reduction in rate of stormwater
runoff, water purification, etc).
EN 4.2.1
Develop standards governing development of
existing, natural open space areas that contain
prime wildlife habitat characteristics – particularly
along the Wallace, Sultan, and Skykomish Rivers.
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Policies

EN 4.3 Mining Resources
Require the restoration and/or mitigation of
proposed mineral extraction sites and activities.

EN-9

5-18

ENV-2;
ENV-3;
ENV-4

EN 4.4 Wetland wildlife habitat
Promote the use of retention ponds, natural
drainage methods, and other site improvements
that conserve natural drainage features and
wetland habitats.

Programs
EN 4.2.2
Establish development regulations regarding
common area conservancies and other innovative
concepts that conserve or allow, the possible
coexistence of natural, open space areas and
corridors within or adjacent to Sultan's developing
urban area and between the Sultan urban growth
area and surrounding unincorporated rural areas.
EN 4.3.1
Establish performance standards governing the
possible establishment and operation of mineral
extraction activities where allowed, where best
available science deems these activities appropriate
and where mineral extraction will not adversely
impact the goals stated in this section.
EN 4.3.2
Create design standards for the use of landscaped
buffer areas and other methods that shelter and
physically and/or visually screen surrounding
areas from mineral extraction sites.
EN 4.3.3
Establish a regulatory path for prior development,
approval, and performance guarantees of suitable
and environmentally appropriate reclamation and
rehabilitation plans for proposed mineral extraction
sites and activities.
EN 4.4.1
Establish design guidelines and performance
standards for the use of site retention ponds,
natural drainage methods, and other site
improvements that conserve natural drainage
features and increase wetland habitats.
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Policies

EN-9;
EN-10

ENV-2;
ENV-3;
ENV-4

EN 4.4 Wetland wildlife habitat

EN-9

ENV-2;
ENV-3;
ENV-4

EN 4.5 Woodland wildlife habitat

EN-12

ENV-2;
ENV-3;
ENV-4

During the development review and approval
process, work to control or mitigate adverse
impacts associated with land development to
maintain the amount of natural cover and habitat to
the extent possible.
Promote the use of clustered development patterns,
common area conservancies, and other innovative
concepts that conserve or allow the possible
coexistence of wooded open space corridors within
or adjacent to Sultan's developing urban area and
between the Sultan urban growth area and
surrounding unincorporated rural areas.

EN 4.6 Woodland wildlife habitat
Promote the retention and/or development of tree
stands and wooded areas, landscaped buffer areas
and yards, site and area shrubbery, and other
natural and established plantings that provide
greenery and habitat.

Programs
En 4.4.2
Establish performance criteria and standards
governing the preservation of wetlands and
drainage corridors.
EN 4.5.1
Establish guidelines for alleviating or mitigating
potential adverse impacts associated with land
development including a reduction in the amount
of natural cover and habitat that would otherwise
be reduced or destroyed.
EN 4.5.1
Establish hillside/woodland clustering guidelines
or other innovative techniques that conserve or
increase woodland habitats and wildlife corridors
and to reduce landslide hazards.

EN 4.5.2
Establish design standards that will replant buffer
and developed areas with natural landscape
materials and settings that will reestablish wildlife
habitats affected by development construction.
EN 4.6.1
Establish guidelines regarding the retention of
urban vegetation – tree stands and wooded areas,
landscaped buffer areas and yards, site and area
shrubbery, and other natural and established
plantings

EN-5 GOAL: PROTECT NATURAL QUALITY
Preserve and protect the unique, interdependent relationship between Sultan's water, land, and cultural heritage.
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ENV-5
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Policies

Programs

EN 5.1 Waterway

EN 5.1.1
Reduce flood risk, protect wetland and wildlife
habitat, preserve scenic value, improve water
quality and provide public access. Acquire
repetitive flood loss properties for habitat.
EN 5.2 Habitats
EN 5.2.1
Preserve natural habitat areas including banks, Establish guidelines, to the extent possible, that
streams, and associated wetlands from disruption.
protect fragile ecosystems such as fish spawning
beds in the natural tributaries of designated rivers,
streams and creeks.
Define and regulate activities that occur within
river corridors or may affect the natural currents,
flows, and even floodways to protect the functional
integrity of designated waterways.

EN-8;
EN-10

ENV-4

EN-15;
PS-20

ENV-5

EN-5

N/A

EN 5.3 Water and shoreline quality
Support programs to reduce the use of pesticides
and chemical fertilizers that contaminate or pollute
creeks and shorelines.

En 5.4 Natural setting

EN 5.4.1
Preserve and Sultan’s natural shoreline and Utilize natural materials and designs where
waterway setting to the maximum extent feasible.
improvements are considered to blend new
constructions with the natural setting and with
older structures.

EN 6 AIR OPERATING STANDARDS
Preserve and protect, to the extent possible, the air quality within Sultan.

MPP
EN-17,
EN-18,
EN-19
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CPP
ENV-6

Policies

EN 6.1 Air - operating standards
As required by law, comply with standards
governing the emission of carbons, gases or other
particles into the atmosphere and the creation of
burnt materials, smoke, dust or other polluting
byproducts that could degrade air quality.

Programs
EN 6.1.1
Establish minimum acceptable performance
standards governing noise, air, light, glare and
other operating/development characteristics or
permitted urban uses that affect the quality of the
natural and manmade environment.
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EN 6.1.2
Develop and adopt an ordinance to regulate the
burning of wood in stoves and fireplaces during
temperature inversion conditions.
EN 6.1.3
Consider the air quality implications of new growth
and development when considering annexations,
making comprehensive plan and zoning changes,
and planning street and utility extensions.

EN 7 GOAL: CLIMATE CHANGE
Address the central Puget Sound region's contribution to climate change by, at a minimum, committing to comply with state initiatives
and directives regarding climate change and the reduction of greenhouse gases. When required by state law, work to include an
analysis of climate change impacts when conducting an environmental review process under the State Environmental Policy Act.
MPP
EN-21;
DP-49;
EC-7;
PS-13
EN-22

CPP
ENV-8;
ENV-10;
GF-3
ENV-8;
ENV-10;
GF-3

Policies

Programs

EN 7.1 Reduce energy use

EN 7.1.1
Seek opportunities to reduce the rate of energy use Incentivize building and transportation that uses
per capita, both in building use and in Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design.
transportation activities.
EN 7.2 Energy management technology
EN 7.2.1
Promote the development of energy management Identify and select strategies that are economical
technology as part of meeting the region’s energy and maximize effectiveness as determined through a
needs.
comprehensive assessment of community energy

resources and use.
EN-23;
EC-7;
PS-13;
T-5

ENV-8;
ENV-10;
GF-3

EN 7.3 Reduce greenhouse gases

EN 7.3.1
Reduce greenhouse gases by supporting the use of Develop
and
implement
a
multi-modal
conservation and alternative energy sources and by transportation system that reduces solo driving and
adopting comprehensive plan policies aimed at air pollutant emissions.
reducing vehicle miles.
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EN-24

5-22

ENV-7;
ENV-8;
ENV-9;
ENV-10;
GF-3

EN 7.4 Reduce carbon emissions
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EN 7.4.1

Take positive actions to reduce carbons, such as Coordinate the climate change-related policies and
supporting measures to increase the number of actions government at all levels. Successful
trees in urban portions of the region.
mitigation and adaptation efforts will require local,

regional, state, federal and international action.

